The use of functionalized carbon xerogels in cells growth.
In the present study carbon xerogels are used for the first time to study the fibroblast cell growth. For that, carbon xerogel microspheres are synthesized and thereafter functionalized with carbon nanofibers followed by the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides (the so called "Prato reaction") or the addition of aryl diazonium salts (the so called "Tour reaction") to improve its wettability. The presence of nanofibers produces a huge improvement of the functionalization degree (59 versus 372 μmol/g for pristine carbon spheres and carbon spheres with 30% of carbon nanofibers, respectively) in spite of the blockage of the carbon spheres porosity caused after the nanofibers growth. This improvement was explained on the base of the increase of the number of probable active sites for the addition reactions (CC bonds) and the accessibility to these active sites (accessible surface area) by the presence of nanofibers. These high functionalization degrees reflect a promising potential of these materials in biomedical applications. Toxicity results obtained using a fibroblast cell line showed that samples are biocompatible for this kind of cells and that the presence of carbon fibers on the surface of the spheres increases the cells proliferation in a high extend reaching in some case values around 150% regarding the control. This study evidences that carbon aerogels could be interesting materials in biological applications, an unexplored field for this type of materials, being biocompatible, favouring the proliferation of cells and achieving high functionalization degrees.